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Some necessary and sufficient conditions in the
theory of Vitali coverings.
Erik M. Alfsen
The paper [1] was published after the seminar lecture, but before the final preparation of the notes. Complete proofs are given
in [1], and so we shall restrict ourselves to present the following:
Summary of results. A covering :J<.' of a set A in a measure
space is called a Vitali covering if it consists of measurable sets
of finite positive measure and if for all finite collections
K 1 , ••• ,Kn from ...;~ the set of members of J( not meeting
K1 u ... u Kn is a covering of A-...... K1 U ••• UKn. Recall that in the
classical case the space is required to be metric, the members of
,']( are required ·to be closed, and every point is required to
be in members with arbitrarily small diameter. This information,
however, is used only through the simple consequence, which is
taken as a general definition above.
A Vitali covering J( of a set A is star-regular (with parameter )... < CD ) if for every disjoint sub-collection Jf2. of :)<
with R = L!K
__ __.. K, there shall exist a set QE -:,1-(disjoint from . R
~· '- E -..:1(
such that the 0Z -star
SJ( ( Q)
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It is not hard to verify that the set of all closed sets (or
even rectangles) in the plane is non-regular, whereas it becomes
regular if there is imposed a lower bound on the ratio between
diameter and volum.
Theorem 1. If J( is a star-regular Vitali covering of a set
~ally finite measure space, then there exists a disjoint
~h~rice countable) sub-collection covering A almost entirely.

Every collection ~ of measurable sets of positive finite
rn~asure determines a largest (possibly empty) set A:J<
such that
is a Vitali covering of that set.
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A Vi tali covering J<. of a set A in an arbiTheorem 2.
trary measure space admits a countable, disjoint sub-collection
'· l
oovering A almost entirely if and only if X
is countably stq,r,;~~~ular in the sense that there shall exist a seguence :J< n o~
stt$.r-regular sub-collection (the parameters may tend to infinity)
'1
eaqh of which confined to a set of finite measure such that i A X j
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Corollaries are the classical theorem of Vitali, Charatheodory
and Banach; the theorem of A.P. Morse for metric spaces with a
"halo operation" defined by an abstract "disentanglement function",
and also a recent theorem of Comfort and Gordon on Vital coverings
of homogeneous spaces.
The Theorems 1,2 may be rephrazed modulo null sets (i.e. within
the measure algebra). This is particularly convenient for applications to martingales with directed index sets.
We recall that if {] ] d" E:- p
is an asce~ding stocastic
base on a probability space
-directed)' then {Fa} 1/ E T'
is
a fine coverigg of a set A if
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We define a sub-base { ,f J E T'
by requiring that every
6
0
F E /Bif be an essential union ot members of ~ • Note that i f
{F0 Ja·el'
J.s a;J.ne cover2ng of A relatively to {Sd"}oET'
with sub-base { !lr _( :r 6 T'
then
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This is how the Vitali coverings appear in the present context.
Now de~ine a sub-base
to be regula_£ (with parameter ).. ) if
for every
O} d"E p , Where dO"'( If c:;; ,i'0 there Shall exist
a• Q E U rrt r such that
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'Fhe weake:n:ing pel"mitted by the last addition is particularly
usefilll if T' is linearly ordered. If moreover ~ :i.s well
ordered, then. K1 "may simply be the fil'st ',;;i.,:b.~.e,~ for which ~If =F
If ~ = { 0,1 , 2, u .
and if
:1'0 are parti ti_2¥, then the sub~ '
base is ~tomatica.lly regular.
If on the other hand -r
is a tree , then the possibili i(y of..
choosing a
t 1 indicated is worthless.
In between these two extremes is the case where the mea~ure
space is an infinite dimensional product, 1'
is the directed set
of finite sets of factor spaces, and :13 0
is the corresponding
Borel-field of cylinder sets.
The main theorem in this connection is:
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Theorem 3, An ascending stochastic. base generated by a regular
. e ·~" .~·
sub-base enjoys the strong Vitali property of Kricheberg and Pauc·,

Recall that
{ $ 8 } dE r
enjoys the strong Vi tal,i property
ifforeveryfine covering
of a set A c. U:Dt5'
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and every f > 0 , there is a finite ~et
~1 ' ••• ' (f riJ
from r
and an essentially disjoint sequence {N 1 ••• NnJ such that
Ni E J36i , Ni C F t i (mod.
for i=1, ••• ,n, and such that
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This property is important since it implies essential convergence ("almost certa,in convergence") of the integral representatiop
{ f t} E T'
of any martingale of bounded variation With base { J3
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